Long-term variations in precipitable water vapor and temperature at Lenghu Site
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ABSTRACT

Context. A high-quality astronomical observing site, the Lenghu site, was recently discovered on the Tibetan Plateau. The statistical analysis of site quality monitor data collected so far have indicated that the precipitable water vapor (PWV) is lower than 2 mm for 55% of the night. The nighttime temperature is also very stable; the median of the intranight variation amplitude is only 2.4 °C.

Aims. The long-term trend of the PWV and temperature variations, which is essential for future facilities operating at infrared, millimeter, and submillimeter wavelengths, is investigated in this work.

Methods. Here we used the atmospheric reanalysis datasets of the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2) and ERA5, the fifth major atmospheric reanalysis produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), as well as the measurements from the weather station at the site to conduct a long-term (22 yr) comparative analysis of PWV and temperature at the Lenghu site.

Results. The weighted annual mean nighttime temperature and PWV increase at rates of 0.17 °C decade⁻¹ and 0.12 ~ 0.13 mm decade⁻¹, respectively. The nighttime temperature and PWV slightly both decrease during the winter with rates of −0.04 °C decade⁻¹ and −0.05 ~ −0.07 mm decade⁻¹, respectively.

Conclusions. These results indicate that the variation patterns of PWV and temperature at the Lenghu site are quite stable, especially during the winter; it is projected that the nighttime average PWV will be below 1 mm and the nighttime average temperature will be below −13 °C toward the end of this century. These conditions are ideal for large optical, infrared, millimeter, and submillimeter facilities where great scientific discoveries will be made that address the ultimate questions of humankind.
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1. Introduction

When planning very large aperture ground-based telescopes and the subsidiary instrumentations, strict qualification of the site is essential. Among other fundamental site quality parameters, small enough total seeing and low enough precipitable water vapor are particularly critical to guarantee that the huge investments are rewarded with the commitments of the big science goals that can only be done at these mega facilities (Schöck et al. 2009).

The astronomical observing site at the northern edge of the Tibetan Plateau, Lenghu, has been identified as an excellent site for optical–infrared observations (Deng et al. 2021). The site is located at a local summit on Saishiteng Mountain near Lenghu Town in Qinghai Province. The site testing data collected so far reveal that the median seeing at the site is 0.75 arcseconds, and 70% of the nights are clear with photometric conditions. The PWV is lower than 2 mm for 55% of the nighttime. To date, the dataset deriving these parameters has covered over three full annual cycles. Based on the current site quality assessments (natural observing conditions, accessibility, and existing infrastructure), a number of research projects have already started construction at the site, including telescopes with apertures larger than 2.5 m. A 6.5 m telescope is also planned to come to the site. The longitudinal coordinate of this site is very attractive for research campaigns in time-domain sciences. This makes the site a future international target for developing new ground-based mega projects.

Developing a new astronomical observatory from scratch that is good for large observing facilities at a rural location involves a number of issues in the decision-making process. Sustainability over a long timescale in the future, especially with regard to light pollution (Green et al. 2022), and long-term variations in the critical site parameters are obviously very important. This is especially true for the Lenghu site, although the current quality is well constrained. The qualification of the Lenghu site is based on more than three years of study, and high duty cycle monitoring data for the early establishment of an observatory has started; however, the long-term trends and inter-annual variability for the site parameters are yet to be studied.
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The future behaviors of the parameters of an observing site can usually be predicted by historical records, but this is not possible for a new site. For the Lenghu site this difficulty is due to the absence of ground-based meteorological stations in this sparsely inhabited region with an elevation generally higher than 3000 m above sea level. Fortunately, we can trace the critical weather data from archived satellite data. In this work we make use of the long-term high spatiotemporal climate datasets, including satellite remote sensing data, for example near-infrared measurements from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS; Gao & Goetz 1990), and reanalysis datasets, such as ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020) and the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2; Gelaro et al. 2017). Since most remote sensing satellites operate in low-Earth orbits, the spatial and temporal coverage cannot be well balanced, and it is difficult to obtain high-resolution continuous time series of PWV and temperature. Therefore, in this study we used the reanalysis datasets to evaluate the long-term variations of PWV and temperature at the Lenghu site. Benefitting from the unprecedented uniformity, fidelity, and completeness of the reanalysis data, they have already been reliably used to assess the PWV at different sites, such as the South Pole, Chajnantor, and Cerro Chajnantor (e.g., Kuo 2017; Cortés et al. 2020). The data used in this work and the algorithm to derive PWV are presented in Sect. 2. The analyzing process and results are given in Sect. 3.

2. Data

The MERRA-2 reanalysis data are provided by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), and follow the previous version of MERRA. The horizontal grid is $0.625\degree \times 0.5\degree$, corresponding to a spatial resolution of $\sim 50$ km. Variables are provided at 72 model layers. Detailed information of the data can be found in the MERRA-2 file specification document\(^1\). In this study we use the instantaneous 3-dimensional 3-hourly (inst3_3d_asm_Nv) dataset.

The ERA5 is the latest reanalysis by the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF). The data is the follow-up product of ERA-Interim provided by the ECMWF. The horizontal grid of the atmospheric component is $0.25\degree \times 0.25\degree$, corresponding to a spatial resolution of $\sim 25$ km. Variables are provided at 37 model layers with temporal resolution of one hour. Detailed information of the data can be found in the ERA5 file specification document\(^2\).

The Lenghu site is on the northern edge of the Tibetan Plateau; it is large, and is at a summit rising up from Qaidam basin (average altitude 3000 m) with a relative altitude of 1200 m in a distance of less than 20 km. To assess the variation patterns of the climate properties on a long-term basis, more geographic information is needed and can be expressed as follows: the site is located to the east of the Altyn Mountains and on the northern edge of the Qaidam Basin (Pullen et al. 2011; Deng et al. 2021), which is a complex of several summits on the peak ridge of the Saishiteng mountain (Fig. 1); the site test campaign was carried out at Lenghu-C (38.6068° N, 93.8961° E), as indicated by the red star in Fig. 1. The site parameter measurements were taken at an elevation of $\sim 4200$ m above sea level ($\sim 607$ hPa). The nearest grid in the reanalysis dataset is adopted. For both MERRA-2 and ERA5 the grid is 38.5° N and 93.75° E, as indicated by the white rectangles in Fig. 1. In addition, to better compare the results of MERRA-2 and ERA5, the three-hour MERRA-2 data are interpolated to one-hour resolution in our calculations.

The PWV in the whole atmosphere at a specified elevation can be calculated as (Qian et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019; Deng et al. 2021)

$$\text{PWV} = \frac{1}{\rho g} \int_{p_{c}}^{p_{m}} q dp,$$

where $\rho$ is the density of liquid water, $g$ is the acceleration of gravity, $p_{c}$ and $p_{m}$ are the lower and upper pressure levels for the integration, and $q$ is the specific humidity. The parameters $p_{c}$ and $q$ are available from the data of MERRA-2 and ERA5. The lower boundary of the integration $p_{c} = 607$ hPa is the pressure at Lenghu-C, and the upper boundary of the integration $p_{m}$ is that of the reanalysis data. Since the model levels do not exactly match the pressure level at Lenghu-C, extra pressure correction is necessary. Assuming the pressure level that is nearest to the pressure at Lenghu-C is $p_{m}$ (the $m$th pressure level in the dataset with a minimum of zero) with a pressure thickness of $\Delta p_{m}$ in the reanalysis data, the equation can be revised as

$$\text{PWV} = \frac{1}{\rho g} \int_{p_{c}}^{p_{m}} q dp + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
(p_{m} - \Delta p_{m} - p_{c}) q_{m}, & p_{c} \geq p_{m} - \frac{\Delta p_{m}}{2}; \\
(p_{m+1} - \frac{\Delta p_{m+1}}{2} - p_{c}) q_{m+1}, & p_{c} < p_{m} - \frac{\Delta p_{m}}{2}.
\end{array} \right.$$

where $q_{m}$ and $q_{m+1}$ is the specific humidity in the $m$th and $(m+1)$th levels, respectively. For the temperature in the reanalysis data, we use interpolation to get the exact temperature at $p_{c}$. In the following sections, the PWV and temperature calculated from MERRA-2 and ERA5 are first compared with the ground weather station measurements at Lenghu-C to verify the accuracy of reanalysis data and its applicability to Lenghu. Then the nighttime variations, seasonal variations, long-term trends of PWV and temperature at the Lenghu site are be analyzed and investigated in detail.

\(^1\) https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/M2I3NVASM_5.12.4\_summary
\(^2\) https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CkB/ERA5\%3A+data+documentation
Fig. 2. Monthly mean changes in PWV (panel a) and temperature (panel c). Panels b and d: correlation of MERRA-2 and ERA5 data with weather station data in PWV and temperature. The shaded areas in (b) and (d) define the 95% confidence intervals.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between observational and modeling results

In order to check the accuracy and consistency of the PWV and temperature derived from MERRA-2 and ERA5, we compared PWV and temperature with respect to those of the ground weather station at Lenghu-C. The comparison was made in a time window from January 2019 to December 2021 for which we have a complete weather dataset on the ground; the results are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 demonstrates the monthly mean changes in PWV and temperature, as well as the correlations of MERRA-2 and ERA5 data with weather station data (Lenghu-C). It can be seen from the figure that the fitting goodness is very fine, with the adjusted $R^2$ being 0.92 or higher. The mean systematic difference in PWV between MERRA-2 and Lenghu-C is 0.24 mm, and that for ERA5 is 0.33 mm. The temperature values from MERRA-2 and ERA5 are lower than Lenghu-C by 0.77 °C and 1.62 °C, respectively. Such good agreements between the datasets suggest that both MERRA-2 and ERA5 can reliably be used to analyze the long-term trend at the Lenghu site. These small systematic differences are then subtracted from the MERRA-2 and ERA5 data to mimic the ground level situation. In the following sections, MERRA-2 and ERA5 data from 2000 to 2021 (22 yr), covering two solar cycles, are used to reveal the seasonal and interannual variations of PWV and temperature at the Lenghu site.

3.2. Interannual variations

We analyzed the seasonal changes in PWV and temperature at the Lenghu site between 2000 and 2021 using MERRA-2 and ERA5, respectively. For PWV, we also analyzed seasonal variations during the daytime and nighttime (determined according to astronomical night). Figures 3 and 4 show annual mean values of daytime and nighttime PWVs at the Lenghu site obtained from MERRA-2 and ERA5, respectively. The decadal change rates for all the profiles are also shown in the legends. The variations of PWV have the following characteristics:

1. The seasonal variation trends from MERRA-2 and ERA5 agree closely with each other.

2. The site is very seasonal in terms of PWV. The basic pattern is high in summer (June–August), and low in winter (December–February); the value in autumn (September–November) is slightly higher than in spring (March–May). The difference between daytime and nighttime is very small.

3. PWVs during daytime and nighttime at the Lenghu site are stable in spring, autumn, and winter over the past two decades, with mean values of 2.22, 2.66, and 1.08 mm, respectively. For MERRA-2, the interannual fluctuation amplitudes during spring, summer, autumn, and winter are 0.35, 1.42, 0.63, and 0.20 mm for daytime, and 0.43, 1.45, 0.62, and 0.21 mm for nighttime, respectively. For ERA5, the interannual fluctuation amplitudes during the four seasons are 0.35, 1.33, 0.62, and 0.21 mm for daytime, and 0.40, 1.54, 0.56, and 0.19 mm for nighttime, respectively.

4. The decadal change rates in the three seasons are around 0.1 mm decade$^{-1}$. A minor descending trend is seen in winter from our analysis, with a decrease rate of $-0.07$ mm decade$^{-1}$ for MERRA-2 and $-0.05$ mm decade$^{-1}$ for ERA5 during nighttime. In summer, however, both MERRA-2 and ERA5 indicate an obvious growing trend, with an increased rate of 0.63 mm decade$^{-1}$.
\[ PWV = 7.260 \times 10^{-3} \text{year}^{-1} + 12.328 \]
\[ PWV = 4.068 \times 10^{-2} \text{year}^{-1} + 75.136 \]
\[ PWV = 2.454 \times 10^{-3} \text{year}^{-1} + 11.670 \]

\[ \text{Spring} = 0.06 \text{mm decade}^{-1} \]
\[ \text{Summer} = 0.28 \text{mm decade}^{-1} \]
\[ \text{Autumn} = 0.02 \text{mm decade}^{-1} \]
\[ \text{Winter} = 0.05 \text{mm decade}^{-1} \]

\[ T = 3.794 \times 10^{-2} \text{year}^{-1} + 81.087 \]
\[ T = 4.602 \times 10^{-3} \text{year}^{-1} + 14.971 \]
\[ T = 2.454 \times 10^{-3} \text{year}^{-1} + 4.983 \]

\[ \text{Spring} = 0.38 \text{C decade}^{-1} \]
\[ \text{Summer} = 0.03 \text{C decade}^{-1} \]
\[ \text{Autumn} = 0.18 \text{C decade}^{-1} \]
\[ \text{Winter} = 0.04 \text{C decade}^{-1} \]

3. In the past two decades the nighttime temperatures at the Lenghu site appear to be relatively stable. The interannual fluctuation amplitudes during the four seasons are 1.41 °C, 1.46 °C, 1.23 °C, and 1.81 °C for MERRA-2, and 1.30 °C, 1.47 °C, 1.17 °C, and 1.91 °C for ERA5, respectively.

4. The average nighttime temperatures in summer are nearly constant, MERRA-2 has a very weakly decreasing trend of −0.05 °C decade\(^{-1}\), and ERA5 is −0.03 °C decade\(^{-1}\). In winter, MERRA-2 and ERA5 show a decreasing trend of −0.04 °C decade\(^{-1}\). Clearly, increasing trends occur in spring and autumn, respectively 0.38 °C decade\(^{-1}\) and 0.25 °C decade\(^{-1}\) for MERRA-2, and 0.38 °C decade\(^{-1}\) and 0.18 °C decade\(^{-1}\) for ERA5.

3.3. Weighted annual mean variations

To assess the long-term projected observing conditions at the Lenghu site, we calculated the annual mean night PWV and temperature weighted by astronomical night to further investigate the long-term variations during astronomical nights. On each day we assume the beginning and end of astronomical night to be \( t_{\text{beg}} \) and \( t_{\text{end}} \), and the corresponding mean PWV and temperature during the astronomical night are \( \text{PWV}_{\text{twi}} \) and \( T_{\text{twi}} \), respectively. The total time of astronomical night \( t_{\text{total}} \) in a year is

\[ t_{\text{total}} = \sum_{\text{year}} t_{\text{end}} - t_{\text{beg}}. \]  \hfill (3)

Then, the annual mean weighted by astronomical night PWV\(_{\text{wam}}\) and \( T_{\text{wam}} \) are calculated as

\[ \text{PWV}_{\text{wam}} = \frac{\sum_{\text{year}} \text{PWV}_{\text{twi}} \times (t_{\text{end}} - t_{\text{beg}})}{t_{\text{total}}} \] \hfill (4)

\[ T_{\text{wam}} = \frac{\sum_{\text{year}} T_{\text{twi}} \times (t_{\text{end}} - t_{\text{beg}})}{t_{\text{total}}} \] \hfill (5)

\( \text{PWV}_{\text{wam}} \) and \( T_{\text{wam}} \) are calculated.
The standard deviations of $\delta PWV_{wam}$ and $\delta T_{wam}$ are calculated as

$$\delta PWV_{wam} = \frac{\sum_{\text{year}} \delta PWV_{twi} \times (t_{end} - t_{beg})}{t_{total}},$$

$$\delta T_{wam} = \frac{\sum_{\text{year}} \delta T_{twi} \times (t_{end} - t_{beg})}{t_{total}},$$

where $\delta PWV_{twi}$ and $\delta T_{twi}$ are the standard deviations of $PWV_{twi}$ and $T_{twi}$ during each astronomical night. We note that only the whole hours during each astronomical night are considered; the fractional hours at both ends are not included. This will induce an uncertainty of 0.27% in $PWV_{wam}$ and $T_{wam}$ which will not affect the results presented below. Finally, the long-term trends of $PWV_{twi}$ and $T_{twi}$ are shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, both the PWV and temperature show an increasing trend over the past two decades. On an annual scale, the PWV increases at a rate of 0.07 ± 0.15 mm decade$^{-1}$, and the temperature increases at a rate of 0.17 °C decade$^{-1}$. If we refer to Figs. 3–5, it can be found that the increasing trend in PWV is primarily contributed by the summer, while the increasing trend in temperature is primarily contributed by spring and autumn, while both PWV and temperature are very low and stable in winter.

The percentage of the observing time with PWV of less than 2 mm is a measure to assess the quality of a site, which is set as one of the critical parameters for both E-ELT and TMT (Schöck et al. 2009). To accurately evaluate the time with PWV less than 2 mm, the hourly PWV during the astronomical night is used. First, the total time of astronomical night (the theoretical observing time) is calculated as $t_{\text{year}}$, which is the sum of integrated time in hours during each night. Then we count the total time in hours with PWV < 2 mm during each night to get the total time during each year ($t_{\text{PWV} < 2}$). The percentage is calculated as $t_{\text{PWV} < 2} / t_{\text{year}}$. We also calculated the corresponding percentage during daytime since there are solar telescopes at the Lenghu site. According to the longitude of Lenghu, the daytime refers to universal time (UT) of 1–7 h, corresponding to local solar time of 11–17 h at Lenghu. The results are shown in Fig. 7. It is shown that the percentage generally been decreasing during the past two decades at a rate of ~1% per decade during both daytime and nighttime. This decreasing trend is anti-proportional to the increasing trend in the annual mean variations shown in Fig. 6. It is also clear that the percentage of daytime is generally smaller than that of nighttime. It is worth noting that the decreasing trends of the percentages are mainly contributed by the increasing trends of PWV during summer, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

### 3.4 Intranight variations of PWV and temperature

In this section we investigate the annual variations of the intranight amplitudes (peak to valley) of both PWV and temperature. First the intranight amplitude variation for each day is calculated. Then a superposed epoch analysis is performed to obtain the annual profiles shown in Fig. 8. The gray region in each panel shows the standard deviation of the intranight variation amplitudes during 2000 and 2021. Both MERRA-2 and ERA5 show similar trends. For PWV, the variation amplitudes are the largest (~1.5 mm) in summer at the Lenghu site and the smallest (~0.5 mm) in winter. For temperature, the intranight variation amplitudes are generally smaller than 2 °C, indicating very stable air temperatures at night throughout the year.

Figure 9 shows the annual variations of the intranight amplitudes of PWV and temperature in winter. It is shown that the annual mean of the amplitudes of PWV has slowly decreased over the past two decades, at a rate of ~0.02 ~ ~0.05 mm decade$^{-1}$, while the annual mean of the amplitudes of temperature has slightly increased at a speed of 0.06 ~ 0.07 °C decade$^{-1}$. The large interannual fluctuations might be related to the change in climate on a larger scope, which needs further investigation.

### 4. Summary and conclusion

Among all the quality parameters characterizing the site of a ground-based astronomical observatory, the PWV and temperature at the elevation of the instruments are two key factors. The PWV determines the total extinction of photons coming from celestial objects at infrared and millimeter–submillimeter wavelengths. The smaller the PWV, the higher the transmission at these wavelengths. The amplitude of the temperature variation at night is a measure of the stability of the local air at the ground level and above the site, and thus the ground layer contribution can be linked to the total seeing at the site. The previous investigation of site quality demonstrated that the Lenghu site has very low PWV and stable temperature at night (Deng et al. 2021).
The current work will be a reference for the projects that are currently being built at the site, and can be used as a guideline for future large telescopes, instrumentations, and scientific programs.
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